
Expand the range of data protection. 
The Cigent Dynamic Data Defense Engine™ (D3E) is a new 
approach to data security, one that complements existing 
solutions and places the importance of protecting data 
above all else. D3E takes concepts used in threat contain-
ment and continuous authentication and applies them as 
close to the data stream as possible, bringing proactive 
protection directly to your data. D3E allows users to safely 
and easily access critically important information, even if 
the system is already compromised. The result is an un-
precedented level of protection, detection, and response 
to cyberattacks, insider threats, and lost or stolen devices.  

See how the Cigent D3 Engine works.
D3E relies on machine learning and user behavior mod-
eling to continuously authenticate the identity of the 
user. Discrete sensors are deployed to monitor suspicious 
network, system, and deception events for indications of 
compromise. These sensors, along with ingested secu-
rity events from Windows Defender,™ and other leading 
endpoint and network security solutions, are fed into our 
AI-based Analysis Engine. When the threat level is elevat-
ed, D3E responds by securely locking files contained in 
user-configured folders, blocking suspicious devices, or 
sending an alert to a SIEM or SOC.

Cigent Active Lock
The Active Lock response feature is a powerful—yet user 
friendly—approach to preventing unauthorized access to 

your most treasured data. For systems that support TCG 
Opal 2.0-compliant storage devices, user selected folders 
are cryptographically locked in the firmware of the local 
SSD/HDD and cannot be bypassed. Software-based fold-
er locking is also supported through a signed file system 
minifilter driver.

There are two types of file protection modes available:

Locked Folders 

• Files remain locked under all conditions 

• Step-up authentication is required to access files

• Designed for extremely sensitive information

Protected Folders 

• Files are locked only if a threat has been detected

• Designed to minimize 
user disruption and 
the effects of false pos-
itives

• Provides strong pro-
tection in a minimally 
invasive manner—the 
user is prompted to 
authenticate only if ac-
cess to a locked file is 
attempted

Cigent D3 Engine

Take cybersecurity to a new level.
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Protect your data at the lowest level.

Cigent Sensor Platform
Cigent D3E relies on a variety of sensors to detect signs of 
compromise.

Cigent DNA Sensors 

Model user behavior and continuously authenticate the 
identity of the user by monitoring:

Keyboard typing patterns Working hours

Data access patterns Printing history

Next-gen application 
whitelisting

Removable media insertions 
history

Network Sensors 

Detect suspicious network events, such as:

Connections to a new 
network

Lateral network 
communications

New devices on a trusted 
network Scanning activity

Deception Sensors 

Detect hacking activity by deploying network and file 
honeypots.

Third-Party Sensors

Ingest security events from Windows Defender, and lead-
ing EDR and network security solutions.

Tethering

Certain Cigent Bare MetalTM storage partners provide re-
al-time firmware-based tethering to the agent. Protected 
folders are locked if the agent is disabled or bypassed.

Spotlight 

Comprehensive data access logs reveal if sensitive data 
was breached.

Cigent Analysis Agent
The Analysis Agent gathers data from all sensors and com-
pares it to the current operating environment. Artificial in-
telligence, machine learning, traditional automation, and 
user feedback, are used to assess the threat environment.

Cigent Response System
Based on the threat level determined by the Analysis 
Agent, the Cigent Response System initiates an appropri-
ate response:

Data Lockdown Block

Lock protected folders Untrusted removable 
storage devices

Protected files can be 
accessed only with a second 
factor, until Active Lock is 
released.

Lateral network 
communications

Internet communications

New/untrusted network

Authentication Responses

By utilizing two-factor authentication, D3E is able to pro-
vide strong protection in a minimally invasive manner. All 
authentication methods—such as Windows Hello, finger-
print readers, hardware keys, Google Authenticator code, 
or other third party authentication solutions—are deliv-
ered through a single, unified interface.

Count on flexible configuration management.
The Cigent End-User Dashboard makes it easy to select 
locked and protected folders, set up data deception files, 
and configure authentication methods.

The Cigent Enterprise-Ready Management Console sup-
ports flexible deployment, configuration, and response. 
As a result, user requirements are easy to accommodate, 
and sensitive corporate data is easier to protect.

Cigent D3 Engine is always on the job.
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Count on rapid, granular response.

Protect your data from end to end.

Analysis Agent

Cigent DNA

System Events

Deception

File Access Logs

Network Isolation

Continuous Authentication

Active Lock

Multifactor Authentication

Internet Ingress/Egress Block

Alerts with SIEM Integration

Artifical Intelligence

Machine Learning

Discrete Event Analysis

Sensor Platform

Response System

Network Events

Endpoint Tethering

Third-Party Sensors

EDR

Windows Defender

Next-Gen AV

Cigent provides advanced, comprehensive protection as close to the data stream as possible, ensuring your data remains 
secure, even in the event of a breach. And the Cigent D3 Engine plays well with others, complementing security solutions 
you already have in place.
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System Requirements

 Windows 10
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About Cigent

Cigent Technology keeps the 
most valuable asset on your  
endpoint safe—your data. Our cy-
bersecurity solutions are built by 
an elite team, with backgrounds 
in NSA-level intelligence, ethical 
hacking to help public and private 
entities protect themselves, and 
data storage, including develop-
ment, erasure, and recovery. As a 
result, our solutions beat hackers 
at their own game, and keep your 
data safe.

Contact us

Cigent Technology Inc.
2211 Widman Way Suite 150
Fort Myers, Florida 33901

Phone:  669-400-8127
Toll Free:  844-256-1825

Email us

General Inquiries
info@cigent.com

Sales Inquiries
sales@cigent.com

Partner Inquiries
partners@cigent.com

Visit us online

www.cigent.com
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Cybersecurity Coverage EDR AV • EPP Cigent D3E

Malicious Email Activity

Detect phishing attacks

Malicious File Detection

Detect of malicious files at endpoint

Detect malicious executable files

Detect encrypted ransomware files

Detect malicious activity models

Malicious Network Activity

Detect malicious topologies

Malicious User Detection

Detect remote user activity

Detect variations in user activity

Detect use of unauthorized 
removeable media

Malicious Activity Response

Hunt threats

Isolate and remediate

Protect local data


